
FLEET OWNERS
KEEP THEM MOVING ONTHE ROAD

WITH

Safety Trim
WHEEL NUT MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM
NO MOREWHEEL-OFF’S

Loose wheel nuts and truck wheel detachment is an ongoing
worry for all drivers and operators.

A runaway 250 pound wheel bouncing free at high speed on the
highway can have lethal consequences as well as creating ex-
tensive property damage. This situation can create long costly
litigation which can have far reaching negative effects on the
company and drivers.
In order to avoid accidents, organizations have been trying to
find effective solutions to the wheel nut loosening problem.
Major causes include improper wheel clamping load techniques
as well as expansion and contraction of threads due to brake
heat build-up coupled with changing ambient temperatures.

Wheel Safety

Stay in Control with SafetyTrim

The patented SafetyTrim nut-ring safety collar visually
monitors loose nuts and locks further nut movement on the

wheel stud. The resulting arresting action prevents further nut
movement. This feature permits drivers to schedule a convenient
re-torqueing procedure at a garage to correct the nut movement
situation.
With SafetyTrim, loose nuts are detected early and carefully
monitored and controlled. Result: Ongoing wheel safety for safe
secure driving.
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“At-a-Glance Safety”

Safety Trim Protects

• Safe Highways

• Property

• General Public

• Delivery Schedules

• Damage to Wheels

Safety Trim Avoids

• Wheel-Off accidents

• Personal injury and Property Damage

• Unscheduled Road Downtime

• Accident Investigations

GlobalBound Industries LLC provides:
Consulting, Design, Installations Service & Parts
for Lubrication equipment
Manual, Semi Automatic & Automatic
Centralized Lubrication Systems
Grease and Oil Systems for Industrial
machinery and Transport equipment
Single Point Oil & Grease Lubricators
Specialty Lubricants
Spillage Equipment

GlobalBound Single Source Solutions for Industry



The Complete TruckWheel Nut Management System
Monitors and Locks LooseWheel Nuts

At-a-Glance Safety • Prevents Wheel Loss

Introduction
Proper maintenance of wheel nuts is difficult. Loose wheel nuts
on the highway are dangerous.
Recognizing the need for a simple reliable vehicle wheel nut
management program that is cost effective and durable,
SafetyTrim designed and patented a secure “At-a-Glance” wheel
loss prevention system. This system is now used widely
throughout the transit industry.

How it Works
On pressing SafetyTrim’s plastic
safety collar ring firmly over each
wheel nut, immediately upon
installation each individual nut
is monitored.
While proper clamp load for
safety is imperative during truck
wheel assembly. Nuts can undo
themselves as a result of various
causes including thermal contrac-
tion due to hot and cool working
temperatures.
The loose nut “At-a-Glance safety
program identifies a problem wheel nut when it loosens and
backs off a stud beyond a quarter turn. . . a “Yellow” alert win-
dow warns operators of status of loose individual wheel nuts.
What makes the SafetyTrim monitoring feature outstanding is that
it is the only complete operational patented wheel nut manage-
ment system which both visibly indicates there is a loose nut then
simultaneously holds loose nuts in place until they can be
properly re-torqued.

Precision Engineered
SafetyTrim is engineered and constructed to demanding
automotive manufacturing standards. The attractive trim ring-nut
assembly becomes an integral part of the wheel trim. It is strong
and rigid, lightweight, heat resistant and is non-abrasive to other
materials as well as having its own high wear and abrasion
resistant qualities.

Predictive Maintenance
Predictive Safety Products monitor the condition of
in-service equipment.
Nothing can replace good vehicle maintenance practices.
SafetyTrim’s loose nut lock predictive truck safety procedures
provide operators with visual early warning signals to prevent
future accidents and save lives.
SafetyTrim wheel nut safety collars are available for a wide
range of heavy duty transit vehicles. Trims are available for all
types of wheel configurations as well as light and heavy duty
vans and buses.

Advantages
SafetyTrim’s “At-a-Glance” system visually locates

individual loose wheel nuts then locks the offending nuts in

place until corrected.

It is the only complete system that monitors and holds loose

nuts in place until they can be properly re-torqued by the

service department at a convenient time and location.

Benefits
• Prevent wheel detachment incidents

• Reduce personal injury, property damage
and company liabilities

• Decrease Equipment and Operator downtime

• Releases key personnel for other duties

• Supports planned truck schedules

• Pays for itself in just one avoided wheel
nut re-torque procedure

• Lowers wheel maintenance expenses
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